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Essential to an understanding of argumentation and logic, Ad Hominem Arguments is a vital contribution to
legal theory and media and civic discourse. In the 1860s, northern newspapers attacked Abraham Lincolns

policies by attacking his character, using the terms "drunk," "baboon," "too slow," "foolish," and "dishonest."
Steadily on the increase in political argumentation since then, the argumentum ad hominem, or personal

attack argument, has now been carefully refined as an instrument of "oppo tactics" and "going negative" by
the public relations experts who craft political campaigns at the national level. In this definitive treatment of
one of the most important concepts in argumentation theory and informal logic, Douglas Walton presents a

normative framework for identifying and evaluating ad hominem or personal attack arguments.

Ad hominem is a Latin term meaning against the person. However its based on feelings of prejudice often
irrelevant to the argument rather than facts reason and logic. Ad hominem Latin mod manden eller mod

personen forkortelse for argumentum ad hominem er en fejlsluttende argumenteringsstrategi som anvendes
ved at besvare en modparts argument ved at angribe modpartens karakter motiv eller andre egenskaber ved
personen bag argumentet eller ved personer associeret med argumentet i stedet for at angribe substansen i

selve argumentet.

Ad Hominem,Ab Hominem

Het is een tegenwerping die betrekking heeft op de persoon die een bewering doet niet op de bewering zelf.
From the Latin to the man or to the person it is a fallacious argumentative device that involves attacking ones

opponent instead of rebutting his argument. Ad hominem Latin for to the man is when an argument is
rebutted by attacking the person making it. The circumstantial variety of the ad hominem argument is distinct
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from the direct form in that instead of. Ad Hominem Strawman Argument Appeal to Ignorance False
Dilemma Slippery Slope Fallacy. An ad hominem argument or argumentum ad hominem in Latin is used to
counter another argument. Essential to an understanding of argumentation and logic Ad Hominem Arguments

is a vital contribution to legal theory and media and civic discourse.
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